AN INSTREAM FLOW RULE CAN HELP US
PLAN FOR PEOPLE’S WATER NEEDS
An instream flow rule can help to protect more than just streams. By recognizing the potential cumulative impacts of different water uses—including ground
water withdrawals—a rule can help ensure long-term water supplies for people in
the watershed.
It is very difficult to plan for people’s water needs if some type of consensus on
how much water needs to be left in the stream has not been reached. Developing an instream flow rule can help set the framework from which other critical
decisions can be made.
An instream flow rule can help
ensure long-term water supplies
for people in the watershed.

Water Law
in the Big Quilcene River Basin
SENIORITY TAKES PRIORITY
Water in Washington State is a common
resource and the state laws regarding
its use are administered by the Department of Ecology. People are granted the
right to put a certain amount of water to
beneficial use by the issuance of a “water
right.”
All western states in the U.S.
have adopted what is known as the Prior
Appropriation Doctrine. The doctrine,
often described as “first in time, first in
right,” means that whoever uses the water first is considered senior to all other
water users and has first rights to the full
amount of their appropriation.
If water supplies are limited,
“junior” water-right holders have to curtail
their uses to ensure “senior” right holders
are fully satisfied.
Definition of a Water Right
A water right is the right to put a
certain amount of water to specific
beneficial use from a specific
diversion or point of withdrawal.
This “certificate of water right” from 1944 states that the City of Port
Townsend may store water from the Big Quilcene River in City Lake,
based on a water right granted in 1929.

TRIBAL RIGHTS GO WAY BACK

From the collection of the Jefferson County Historical Society.

In addition to its water management responsibilities, the State of Washington must uphold
treaty obligations and collaborate with the governments of Native American tribes. Tribes
have fishing rights in their “usual and accustomed areas.” A right to productive salmon habitat
is associated with tribal fishing rights, which means flows must be maintained in rivers and
streams that provide habitat for tribal fisheries. The priority date of habitat flows has been
characterized in court cases as “time immemorial,” making this the most senior of all water
rights. Although not quantified in most cases, the tribes are co-managers with the state in
managing the fisheries. Their input in helping develop the instream flow rule is essential in
honoring that co-management responsibility.

There are 29 recognized tribes in
Washington state.The Skokomish and
S’Klallam tribes have interests in the Quilcene-Snow watershed.

Native American tribes have fishing
rights that include a right to productive
habitat with healthy stream flows.

DECISIONS ABOUT WATER RESOURCES
ARE OFTEN DIFFICULT
One example of the difficult choices that must be made is the decision to provide water to
residents of Marrowstone Island by piping additional water drawn from the Sparling well in
Port Hadlock. The decision-makers needed to make careful choices about priorities because
this action may impact the stream flow in Chimacum Creek, and also affect the water supplies
available to serve the growing population of the Tri-Area Urban Growth Area.

The Jefferson County
PUD #1 service area
includes Marrowstone
Island and the
proposed Tri-Area
Urban Growth Area.
Water from the
SparlingWell that is
piped to some residents
is simply not available
for others.

MOVING WATER AROUND IS
NOT WITHOUT CONSEQUENCES
Humans have gone to great lengths to bring water from where it rains and
collects to where people live and work. We have built pipelines and reservoirs and developed large ground water wells to transfer water to areas
where water is in short supply. However, moving all of this water around is
not without consequences. Diverting water from streams, or from ground
water that feeds streams, simply means there is less water left for the plants
and animals that also depend upon this life-giving resource.

USE IT OR LOSE IT
Under current water law, if it can be shown that a given water right has not been used for five
years, then the water-right holder can lose that right. (There are some specific exceptions for
municipalities, etc.) This “use it or lose it” provision is often criticized as being a disincentive
to any type of conservation or efficiency of water use.

Humans have been moving water around for millennia,
as illustrated by this Roman aqueduct. But diverting
water from its source is not without consequences.

This map shows current surface and ground water rights (applications, certificates, claims and permits) in the
Quilcene-SnowWatershed. A provision of water law states that water rights not used for five years may be forfeited.

OLYMPIC GRAVITY WATER SYSTEM IS SHARED
Starting in 1917, permits have
been required for any use
of surface water, and ground
water withdrawals have been
regulated since 1945.

Seawater intrusion occurs when
fresh water is withdrawn from
a shoreline aquifer faster than
it can be recharged. If we could
peer underground along our
coast, we would see a layer of
freshwater “floating” atop a
denser wedge of seawater that
slopes landward beneath the
shoreline. Pumping out fresh
water, as a well does, changes
the balance in the aquifer and
can allow seawater to move or
intrude landward.

A water right was issued to
the City of Port Townsend in
1927. Knowing water was necessary to build a paper mill
on Port Townsend Bay, the City
and Crown-Zellerbach
(now Port Townsend Paper)
cooperatively constructed a
diversion on the Big Quilcene
River and a pipeline to bring
the water 28.5 miles to Port
Townsend. All water flows
through City Lake. A Little
Quilcene River diversion was
developed in 1956 and conveys
water to Lords Lake. The
diversion, pipeline and reservoirs are known as the
Olympic Gravity Water System.
From the collection of the Jefferson County Historical Society.

SEAWATER
INTRUSION IS
DIFFICULT TO
REVERSE

Seawater intrusion occurs along shorelines when fresh water is
withdrawn faster than it can be recharged. Contamination of the
freshwater layer by salty water is not reversible.

The OlympicWater Gravity System that serves the City of Port Townsend
was constructed in the late 1920s by the city and the paper mill.

The pipeline that
brings water from the
Big Quilcene River
to the City of Port
Townsend is 28.5
miles long!

Even very small changes in the freshwater level
(whether caused by drought or over-pumping
the aquifer) can cause a significant intrusion of
seawater. The contamination of the freshwater
layer by salty water is difficult and expensive
to reverse.
Both islands and nearby coastal
areas are classified as Seawater
Intrusion Protection Zones, with
many hotspots at risk or high risk
of chloride (salt) contamination.

THERE’S NOT MUCH WATER
WHERE THE PEOPLE ARE
It is a fact that most people have chosen to live in the drier part of Quilcene-Snow watershed,
like on Marrowstone Island. There is no surface water source on the island, so residents depend on individual ground water wells.
The cumulative impact of
many homes withdrawing water from a common
shoreline aquifer can have
negative long-term consequences, like seawater
intrusion. Shoreline aquifers are very sensitive, and
population pressures (both
literal and figurative) can
harm water quality to the
point that water
from wells is not safe to
drink.

The approximate location of
individual “permit-exempt”
wells on Marrowstone and
Indian islands. (All the wells
are actually based on land,
despite the inexact mapping
data that makes it appear as
if some are in open water.)

CITY HOLDS RIGHT TO MILL’S WATER
Port Townsend Paper leases the water system and the water right from the City of
Port Townsend and maintains the diversion and pipeline.
The customers within the City’s service area use between 1 and 2 million gallons per day and
have the option of using up to 5 million gallons per day. The mill is served by City water and
typically uses approximately 12 million gallons per day. If the mill ever shuts down, the City
can decide how to use that 12 million gallons per day.

The Port Townsend Paper mill leases the water system
and water right from the City of Port Townsend, using
approximately 12 million gallons of water per day.

WE AGREE TO LEAVE WATER FOR FISH
The City of Port Townsend has agreed to leave flows of 27 cubic feet
per second in the Big Quilcene River for instream uses. If the flow in
the river falls below this amount, the City ceases to withdraw water
from the river and switches to water stored either at City or Lords
lakes.
This agreement is the result of negotiations with federal and state
agencies and Native American Tribes. The agreement is voluntary and
represents an accord on meeting the needs of fish habitat. However,
this agreement does not constitute a water right
for the stream and does not replace an instream flow rule.

The City of Port Townsend has voluntarily agreed to leave a
minimum flow in the Big Quilcene River for fish and other species.
However, this agreement does not replace an instream flow rule.

Rain Shadow Effect and
Saltwater Intrusion
on Marrowstone Island
IT’S NOT AS WET AS YOU MIGHT THINK
One thing that is unique about our watershed is that the amount of annual precipitation varies dramatically over very short distances. While the average annual precipitation in Quilcene
is 56 inches, on
Port Townsend it is
19 inches — just
a few more inches
than Los Angeles
receives. This variation is a result of
our proximity to
the Olympic Mountains and is known
as the rain shadow
effect.

Precipitation
varies widely in
the Quilcene-Snow
Watershed due to the
rain shadow effect,
from 20 to 100
inches annually.

BEGINNINGS OF SUCCESS
Some salmon runs have been brought back literally from the brink of extinction. In fact,
Jimmycomelately’s chum population at one point dropped to a perilous low of only seven
returning chum salmon, but after a broodstock program and a major stream restoration,
the creek’s chum population is on the rebound.
Much has been accomplished, yet salmon and other species face many challenges in the
future. Climate change, increasing human population, and increasing demand for
water will continue to threaten their survival.

Surface and Ground Water Hydrology
in the Chimacum Creek Basin
IT DOESN’T RAIN MUCH IN THE SUMMER
Most of our rainfall occurs during the winter months. However, humans use the most water
during the summer months for activities like irrigation and livestock watering, not to mention car-washing and outdoor cleaning. Because of the lack of rain, Chimacum Creek has naturally low summer flows and there is really no excess water to be diverted from the stream
during these dry months.
Water demand trends
and precipitation in
WesternWashington are
inversely proportional,
with the highest water
use occurring during
the driest summer
months.

Salmon and other species
continue to be threatened by
climate change and a growing
human population’s increasing
demand for water.

CHUM SALMON SWIM IN GROUND WATER

WHO SETS THE INSTREAM FLOWS?

If it doesn’t rain much in the summer, how can there be water in Chimacum
Creek in the late summer and fall? The answer to that puzzling question lies
in the connection between ground water and surface water.

A lot of investigation, science and deliberation have gone into determining
the amount of water needed for instream flow resources. The state departments of Ecology
and Fish & Wildlife have worked extensively with the Quilcene-Snow Planning Unit, which is
made up of citizens and agency
representatives.

Observations and measurements both show that there is flow in the creek
in the summer even when there has been no rain. This flow is often referred
to as “baseflow” and is fed by the watershed’s surrounding ground water.
Ground water is contained in an aquifer—a layer of sand and gravel—that
acts as an underground reservoir. In the dry months, this ground water is
slowly released from the aquifer to the stream.
Without this connection, many of our local streams would be dry in the
summer.

As part of its work, the Planning Unit commissioned a “Phase I Technical Assessment” of the watershed in 2000.This 400-page document assessed issues of water quantity, water quality, instream
flows and habitat in each basin, including Jimmycomelately.The Washington Department of Fish
and Wildlife and
the Department of
Ecology then performed field studies and computer
modeling to further
analyze the needs
for instream flows.
These studies, and
all the science that
went into them,
have been used to
determine instream flows.

Data from monitoring stations along Chimacum Creek shows that stream flow is sustained during the summer even when rainfall is minimal.
This is possible because ground water is slowly released from the aquifer to the stream.

Scientific studies,
field work
and computer
modeling have
been used to
determine
instream flows.

ONE TOOL IN THE TOOLBOX

PUMPING GROUND WATER AFFECTS SURFACE WATER

Protecting instream flows is one important tool in the toolbox for protecting and restoring
salmon habitat. Salmon need healthy streams, estuaries and oceans in order to survive and
thrive. This is the main reason for recent work to improve Jimmycomelately Creek habitat.

The fact that water can flow through sand and gravel is what allows us to drill wells and pump
ground water. But the amount of water we pump out of the ground affects the amount of
ground water that is available to flow to surface water bodies such as Chimacum Creek.

Sufficient instream flows are a key component of stream and estuary health. Flows help
distribute gravel and wood debris in streams, and help form natural, sinuous curves. So protection and restoration of stream habitat as well as maintaining sufficient instream flows combine to help salmon.

The direction of ground water flow is affected by the elevation of the water table (the upper
surface of the saturated sand and gravel) and by differences in pressure. Because pumping
a well can lower the water table and affect the pressure, active wells can cause ground water to move
away from its
natural flow
direction.
Pumps intercept water
that would
normally flow
to Chimacum
Creek.

Recent work to
restore habitat in
Jimmycomelately
Creek, combined
with maintaining
sufficient instream
flows, provides a
healthy stream for
salmon.

Well pumps
intercept ground
water that would
naturally flow to
surface water bodies
such as Chimacum
Creek.

WHERE DOES YOUR WATER COME FROM?

A NEAR LOSS OF A LOCAL SPECIES

In a basin such as Chimacum Creek, there is a mix of rural and more urban development.
Rural residences may have their own individual wells, but in the Tri-Area most residences are
served with water by the Jefferson County Public Utility District #1 (PUD).

The summer chum salmon runs in the streams of the Hood Canal and Strait of Juan de Fuca
are the earliest returning chum salmon stocks in the region. They are also among the most
threatened.

The PUD provides water for its customers from a large ground water well called the Sparling
Well. So while these customers don’t depend on small, individual wells, they still depend on
the availability of ground water within Chimacum Creek Basin. Since the Sparling Well is located near Chimacum Creek, increased demand and pumping may directly affect flows in the
creek.

In the 1980s, the summer chum stocks experienced a severe drop in abundance, with returns
to creeks like Jimmycomelately declining from tens of thousands
to an all-time low of less than 800 spawners in 1990.
In response to the alarming decline, state and tribal co-managers took actions
to reduce the impacts of local fisheries on these salmon, and, together with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) and citizen groups, initiated hatchery supplementation programs
on two summer chum stocks.
In March of 1999, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) listed the summer chum originating from Hood Canal and the Strait of Juan de Fuca as a threatened
species under the Endangered Species Act (ESA).This listing has helped focus our
attention and efforts on the need to save this important species.

The PUD’s
water comes
from the
Sparling
Well, which
pumps ground
water from
the Chimacum
Creek Basin.

Jimmycomelately Creek’s summer chum population dropped in the 1980s but has bounced back with a hatchery program.

DIFFERENT FISH NEED DIFFERENT FLOWS

IT ALL ADDS UP — SORT OF

Different species of fish use different parts of Jimmycomelately Creek at different times of
year. This is because flows vary throughout the stream and throughout the year, and fish species have adapted to specific flows.

Many people living in the Chimacum Creek Basin obtain their water from individual wells.
These small, single-owner wells are often referred to as Permit Exempt Wells because they do
not have to go through the application process for a water right.
Such wells are entitled to irrigate up to ½ acre of domestic lawn and garden and
to withdraw up to 5,000 gallons per day.

For example, chum salmon typically return to the creek to spawn in late summer,
when flows are low. Their young emerge from the gravel beds in late winter, and
have left the stream by late spring or early summer. Coho salmon, on the other hand,
typically return to the creek in the fall when flows are high and use these flows to swim farther upstream, higher into the basin. The young are reared for a year or more in the stream
system before they head to the ocean.
In order to protect the many species that depend on stream flow, we must protect
different levels of flow at different times of year.

If we do some simple math, the problem becomes clear. For example, if 350 new Permit Exempt Wells are drilled in the Chimacum Creek Basin and they are each pumping up to 5,000
gallons per day…that equals 1.75 million
gallons of water per day! There is simply not enough water in the
basin to sustain that level of withdrawal.
Now, will most of
those new individual homes pump
5,000 gallons per
day? No, but they
have the right to
and this is one of
the conundrums of
water law.

Steelhead
Chum

Coho
Pink

Chinook

Different species of fish have adapted to stream flows at different times
of the year.Therefore, in order to protect a range of species, we must
protect specific levels of flow at different times of the year.

Sockeye

There are hundreds of
“permit-exempt” wells
in the watershed that
were not required to
apply for a water right.
Each is allowed to pump
5,000 gallons per day, a
collectively unsustainable
amount.

WE HAVE TO DO MORE THAN THE MATH
So how much water does the average family living in the Chimacum Creek Basin use? One
estimate is about 100 gallons a day per person. However, it’s hard to answer that question
without measuring the withdrawals of individual wells.
We also don’t know how much of a family’s water is used by plants or evaporates in the open
air, or how much returns to the aquifer once it is processed through a family’s septic system.
This all depends on how the water is used. If most Tri-Area homes are hooked up to a new
sewage treatment plant and no longer use septic systems, will this benefit or harm flows in
Chimacum Creek?
There are many questions, but it will take more than just doing the math to answer them. It
will take coordinated and cooperative management of our water resources.

Salmon Habitat Needs
in the Jimmycomelately Basin
SALMON NEED FRESH WATER, TOO
Although we think of salmon as ocean fish, they spend about half of their lives in streams and
estuaries like the Jimmycomelately Basin. The salmon’s complex life cycle can be broken into
five life stages: upstream migration, spawning, rearing, downstream migration, and feeding/adult growth. The first four of these life stages occur in streams and estuaries. Only one
stage—adult growth—occurs exclusively in the ocean.

Salmon spend about half of their lives in
freshwater streams and estuaries.

The proposed sewer service areas for Port Hadlock may affect how much of a household’s wastewater returns to the aquifer.

